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Abstract
VOCs (volatile organic compounds) are associated with emissions from industrial processes, transportation and the use of organic solvents that 

are partially toxic or carcinogenic. They tend to evaporate easily at room temperature. When exposed to volatile analytes, absorption of the chemical 
into the polymer film may alter its permittivity and effective volume, resulting in changes in the capacitance and resistance respectively of the 
sensor elements. Since the discovery of carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) numerous studies have focused on the development of novel futuristic materials 
by combining CNTs with polymers to achieve their complimentary properties. The lack of published information regarding systems comprising un 
saturated polyester resin (UPR) and CNTs composite materials, especially UPR/CNTs based chemo-capacity sensors, promotes the development of 
novel hybrid nano-material thin film sensing units. CNTs high aspect ratio provides the composites with better electric and mechanical performance 
than the other candidates such as carbon black. Although highly selective sensors do exist for a limited number of analytes, such gas sensors are 
highly affected by contaminants and humidity. In addition, these sensors contain a high weight percentage of conducting filler and the use spectra of 
amorphous polymers is limited. In the present study, chemical capacity sensors based on nano-composite thin films of unsaturated polyester resin 
(UPR in 40wt% of styrene)/carbon nano-tubes (only 0.05wt% of Multi Wall-CNTs) are developed and investigated under AC voltage and standard 
environment conditions (ambient air, at room temperature and atmospheric pressure). The purpose is to detect and quantify THF under these 
conditions for the first time. The change in both resistance and capacitance at low and high frequencies (between 500Hz to10KHz), due to different 
volumes of the exposed THF (10µl, 20µl and 30µl) and THF droplet (source) - sensing unit height variations (1mm,2mm and 3mm) were studied. 
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Introduction
Gas sensors development, for chemical, bio-chemical and 

biological species real time detection for a variety of applications, 
is a highly devolving field. These detection applications are 
mainly among the security, environment monitoring and medical 
industries. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which evaporate 
easily at room temperature, are linked to materials, associated with 
metabolic and/or pathophysiologic processes, as well as homeland 
security and environmental care [1-7]. High sensitivity, selectivity 
and repeatability are essential characteristics for a good sensor  

 
production as well as appropriate detection limits, low cost, and 
tolerance for a variety of chemical background demands [8,9]. CNT-
based composites have been reported to exhibit gas sensitivity 
to several gases, including vapors of organic solvents. Their 
electrical response is believed to be related to modification of their 
conductive network path due to the swelling effect in polymers 
thin films and/or charge transfer resulting from the interaction of 
adsorbed analyte molecules with the sensing unit. Examples of such 
cases are seen in semi-conducting CNTs, conducting polymers and 
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CNTs/polymer nano-composites [10-13]. The polarity of analyte 
molecules dominates the interaction with the sensors that are based 
on electronic transduction [1,14]. Polar compounds are usually 
directly detected through charge exchange between the analyte and 
the sensing unit [8,14-18]. This charge transfer might also provide 
swelling of a polymer film due to electrostatic repulsion. Non-polar 
compounds can be detected through steric interaction, which might 
alter the charge carrier transference [14-18].

In the nano-composite chemo-capacity sensors composed of 
unsaturated polyester resin (UPR)/carbon nano-tubes (MWCNTs), 
the polyester matrix is the acceptor, it’s electronegative pull 
enables the CNTs to form p-type semi-conductors, hence create 
hole conductivity [19,20]. Additionally, oxygen absorption to the 
CNTs in ambient air also contributes to their p-type nature [21]. 
The tetrahydrofuran (THF) VOC is considered as electron donor 
(possesses a loan pair of electrons), thus, adding electrons to the 
conduction band. These electrons can return to the valence band 
through recombination if a vacancy exists, in order to obtain 
minimum energy. however, this process takes time [19]. The amount 
of charged species and the number of electrons in the conduction 
band contribute to the conductivity. Frequency is what moves them 
in the band at a certain velocity. CNTs conductivity is influenced 
by frequency, σ(w). The higher the frequency the higher the 
conductivity [22]. Thus, applying AC voltage on dielectric chemo-
sensor which contains CNTs influences its conductivity, in addition 
to exposure to the analytes. Therefore, these competing responses 
(analyte vs. frequency effect) need to be considered while analyzing 
the sensor performance.

In the development of organic devices which comprises 
dielectric materials, the following considerations need to be taken 
into account: A dielectric material is an electrical insulator that can 
be polarized only by an applied electric field. Whenever a dielectric 
is placed under an external field, electric charges slightly shift from 
average equilibrium positions cause dielectric polarization [23,24]. 
The total electric displacement field is defined as the sum of the 
electric field established if there was not a dielectric in the capacitor 
and the polarization field within the material. Thus, polarization is 
related to the external field E by the complex dielectric constant 
and therefore correlated with capacitance, respectively. Under 
AC voltage, a different frequency range results in a different 
polarization mechanism [24,25].

Although different materials have been used to form the sensing 
film of a chemo-capacitor, non-conducting polymers are considered 
as the most advantageous to be developed for chemo-capacitor 
sensors [26]. A polymer can be readily deposited using drop-cast, 
inkjet or lithography [27,28]. The absorption of the analyte by the 
film can be accompanied by changes in its dielectric properties, such 
as modification of its dielectric constant and hence its capacitance. 
Besides, changes in the thickness of the sensing film might also 
alter its intrinsic capacitance through density changes. Meaning, 
the effective polymer volume and density of dipole moments may 

decrease as a result of a swelling effect, and thereby lower the 
sensor response. However, incorporating conducting particles in 
the polymer has shown an increase in the signal amplitude of the 
chemo-capacitor response [29]. This leads to a measurable change 
in capacitance between the electrodes.

Chemo-capacitors are advantageous due to their noncomplex 
moving parts. The results demonstrate that it is possible to increase 
the sensor selectivity using a low A.C. frequency response rather 
than D.C. resistance change [30,31].

Moreover, experiments have shown that chemo-capacitors, 
coated with a polymer layer of thickness larger than half the 
periodicity of the electrodes for a target analyte with a dielectric 
constant less than that of the polymer, display a decreased 
capacitance. Additionally, for an analyte dielectric constant larger 
than that of the polymer the capacitance would increase [32]. 
Hence, the smaller the spatial geometry that can be fabricated, the 
thinner the sensing film can be for full utilization.

For a layer thickness less than half of the periodicity of the 
electrodes, the capacitance would always increase regardless of the 
analyte dielectric constant. This is probably due to the increased 
polymer/analyte volume within the field-line region, exhibiting a 
larger dielectric constant than that of the air it has displaced [33].

This behavior was also verified before using simulations by 
these authors [34] and suggested a criterion for distinguishing 
between different analytes.

Chemo-capacity sensors do not rely on the changes in 
conductivity of the material and ideally are non-dissipative in 
power. Therefore, it is the favored direction to pursue in the 
development of low-power sensors. 

On the other hand, the possibility to detect desired analytes 
according to changes in both resistance and capacitance constitutes 
a significant advantage and a highly reliable performance.

To conclude, the following abilities of the present chemo-
sensing capacitor were demonstrated:

1. Identification and quantification of the THF vapor in the 
range of 500Hz to 10KHz under standard conditions (ambient 
air, at room temperature and atmospheric pressure). 

2. Measurement of the distance between the THF source and 
the sensing unit. 

3. High sensitivity within time response to changes in 
temporal exposures and in THF properties, causing a rapid and 
fully reversable response upon exposure to analyte vapor. 

4. Inexpensive fabrication, leading to more feasible 
industrial application.

These results can lead to the development of cost-effective, 
lightweight, low powered, noninvasive sensing devices highly 
suitable for applications in the environmental, security analysis and 
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monitoring industries. 

Fabrication Method
The fabricated sensors were tested electrically using the 

instrument: HIOKI 3532 LCR HITESTER, impedance analyzer. Both 
resistance and capacitance were measured before, during and after 
exposure to THF vapors. This was done continuously under AC 
voltage of 1V. Subsequent exposure cycles (2-3) were performed. 
The influence of THF vapor (boiling point 66°C) on the UPR/
MWCNTs chemo-resistors was measured under frequencies of 
500Hz and 10KHz. For each frequency, different liquid volume of 
THF were drop casted on a glass (10µl THF, 20µl THF and 30µl THF) 
below the chemo-resistor, at different heights each time (1mm, 
2mm, 3mm). The direct mixing of nano-MWCNTs within a low 
viscosity (318 cp) UPR matrix was performed, using a high shear 
mixer, is the core of this study. Finding the ideal mixing conditions 

is essential in order to minimize styrene evaporation, which cross-
links the sensing composite. In addition, using a low viscosity 
matrix, eases film preparation using the spin coating technique, 
in the case of direct filler mixing (without the use of a solvent and 
its evaporation which might harm the uniformity of the dispersed 
filler), as performed in this study. The dielectric semi-conductor 
samples were spin coated on a metal oxide p-type semi-conductor-
MOS capacitor. Calibration curves of relative resistance (ΔR= R-Rb 
/Rb) and relative capacitance (ΔCp= Cp-Cp,b /Cp,b) with time, 
frequency, and volume were prepared and analyzed, where Rb is the 
baseline resistance and Cp is the baseline capacitance (Figures 1&2 
and Tables 1&2). Moreover, examination of possible mechanisms of 
THF/chemo-capacity sensor interactions with respect to changes 
in both R and Cp were hypothesized and conducted in order to try 
and further understand the electrical response obtained from the 
sensors in the exposure experiments. 

Table 1: Resistance statistical analysis (average an deviations) of measurements taken for each frequency with its respected volumes and heights. 

Freq (Hz) Vol (μl) Height (mm) R1 R2 R3 𝛥R-ave (%) stdv

10,000

10 1 26.23 19.07  22.65 5.06

20

1 60.23 76.12 83.80 73.39 12.02

2 36.72 19.18 13.34 23.08 12.17

1 56 53.6 32.8 47.47 12.76

2 14.7 18.95 13.85 15.83 2.73

30 3 1.99   1.99  

500

20
1 51.08 34.31  42.70 11.86

2 81.33   81.33  

30
2 26.23 28.7 18.81 24.58 5.15

1 66.27 57.68 53.67 59.21 6.44

Table 2: Capacitance statistical analysis (average an deviations) of measurements taken for each frequency with its respected volumes and heights.

Freq (Hz) Vol (l) Height (mm) Cp1 Cp2 Cp3 𝛥Cp-ave(%) stdv

10,000

10 1 8.87 5.95  7.41 2.06

20

1 23.46 19.48 21.82 21.59 2.00

2 6.95 4.53 3.47 4.98 1.78

1 21.8 25.9 18.06 21.92 3.92

2 6.78 6.11 5.12 6.00 0.84

30 3 3.86   3.86  

500

20
1 79.7 58.33  69.02 15.11

2 72.11   72.11  

30
2 43.34 42.70 36.07 40.70 4.03

1 203.66 148.13 193.86 181.88 29.64

 Results and Discussion
For 10KHz: The 30μl THF vapor source at 1mm height displayed a 
lower change in both ΔR and ΔCp, compared to the 20μl THF vapor 
source under the same conditions (Figure 1). This result can be 
explained as follows; the 30μl THF droplet provides a better wetting 
of the substrate (glass). As a result, the THF vapor molecules are 

out of focus relative to the chemo-sensor target area. Meaning, 
more vapor molecules are scattered around and do not “contribute” 
to the swelling effect. Moreover, less electron donors means less 
contribution to polarization. This can probably explain why a lower 
change in both R and Cp is shown. For the lowest volume measured 
(10μl), in the same height of 1mm, the lowest change in both 
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R and Cp was obtained. It is expected that the lowest amount of 
THF provides the lowest change. These results are consistent and 
complement each other.

The developed chemo-sensing capacitor in 1mm distance 
from a 30μl THF droplet vapor source displayed a higher change 
in both relative resistance and capacity (ΔR/Rb and ΔCp/Cp,b) 
compared to 2mm height under the same conditions (Figure 2). 
This result is probably due to the swelling effect in the polymer 
and a change in the polarization of the dielectric sensing unit for 
the change in R and Cp, respectively. Polar analyte adsorption is 
usually detected directly through charge exchange between the 
sensing material and the analyte. This charge transfer might alter 
the distances between the polar functional groups of the sensing 
material, due to electrostatic repulsion, which can also result in 
the swelling of the polymer in this case. THF is a “good solvent” 
for both styrene (which cross-links the polyester) and polyester 
matrices. Therefore, the polymer-solvent interaction is more 
preferred than the polymer-polymer interaction. This preference, 
when carried out, causes the polymer chains to be less packed and 
swell the polymer matrix. This swelling causes a modification in 
the CNTs conductive network, which might alter the charge carrier 
transport and even harm the electrons mobility. Thus, a decrease 
in conductivity and corresponding increase in resistivity can be 
observed. The THF pentagonal ring contains one oxygen which has 
a lone pair of electrons. Thus, the THF molecules act as an electron 
donor. This interaction can cause a shift of equilibrium state, in 
polarization of the dielectric sensor and it thereby contributes to 
an increase in capacitance. For 1mm height, THF molecules have 
less diffusion distance to pass to reach the device. Thus, statistically 
more vapor molecules will interact with the chemo-sensor via 
van der Waals interactions, compared to the case of 2mm height. 

Therefore, the change in both R and Cp in the case of 1mm height 
is more significant. Moreover, less diffusion limitations increase 
the probability of interaction between the analyte and the sensing 
device. Thus, a low time response and a high expressed swelling 
effect will be displayed. The same trend was observed in the case of 
30μl and 3mm height. As the distance between the vapor source and 
the sensor increase, the change decreases. It should be noted that 
the 2mm height, is a case of mixed diffusion and kinetics, where the 
3mm height is a case of dominant diffusion. The direct correlation 
between concentration and response time in the Fick’s 2nd law of 
diffusion theorem explains the phenomenon mentioned above. 

For 500Hz: The developed chemo-sensor at 1mm distance from 
30μl THF vapor source, displayed a higher change in both resistance 
and capacitance compared to 20μl under the same conditions 
(Figure 1). Lower frequency provides a lower excitation rate of 
charge carriers which contributes to the electrical conductivity. 
Thus, the low excitation rate and the low mobility of the charge 
carriers require a higher amount of THF vapor in order to see a 
significant increase in both resistance and capacitance. Moreover, 
the 1mm height provides the lowest distance between the analyte 
and the sensing unit, therefore, the kinetics of the system plays a 
more significant role (compared to diffusion) and is influenced by 
the concentration of THF. With respect to capacitance, exposure of 
the dielectric sensing unit to the THF vapor (electron donor) leads 
to the formation of a new vertical electric field (as a result of a new 
potential difference formed) which causes a higher total external 
electric field to be formed. An additional vector component in the 
perpendicular direction to the applied electric field is the reason for 
this. Exposure to a higher concentration of electron donors leads to 
a higher external field that increases polarization and therefore the 
capacitance, respectively.

Figure 1: R & Cp as a function of volume and time under frequencies of 10KHz and 500Hz, height of 1mm.
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Another optional explanation to the present result 
𝛥R(30μl)>𝛥R(20μl) is as follows: For a p-type CNTs conducting
network, meaning holes conductivity, exposure to THF vapor 
(possesses a loan pair of electrons, thus perform as electron donor) 
results in a decrease in conductivity. The reason for this is the 
electrostatic attraction between the CNTs conducting holes to THF 
free electrons which leads to lower hole conduction. Therefore, as 
the THF vapor concentration increases, the probability to “trap” a 
hole and reduce conductivity increases. This can explain the present 
chemo-sensor result for 500Hz: 𝛥R(30μl)>𝛥R(20μl).

The developed sensing device at 2mm distance from the 
20μl THF vapor source displayed a higher change in resistance 
compared to the 1mm height under the same conditions (Figure 
2). The reason for this result is probably due to the presence of the 
THF source (droplet) in the “field of vision” of the sensing device. At 
2mm height, the probable presence of THF vapor molecules in the 
sensor’s “field of vision” encourages higher interaction and kinetic 
performance of the system, hence, it enables a higher change in 
resistance. 

Figure 2: R & Cp as a function of volume and time under frequencies of 10KHz and 500Hz, height of 1mm.

Conclusion
The present UPR/MWCNT chemo-capacity sensor is able to 

identify and quantify THF vapor in the range of 500Hz to 10KHz 
under standard conditions (ambient air, at room temperature and 
atmospheric pressure). The response upon exposure to the analyte 
vapor was rapid and fully reversible. According to the change 
obtained in both resistance and capacitance caused by exposure 
to THF, both the volume of THF source and the distance between 
the source and the device can be ascertained. It was found that the 
relaxation time depends on the frequency, height and volume. In 
addition, it also has been shown that the signals width of both R and 
Cp depends on exposure time, volume of THF, and the average of 
repeated measurements. Considering that the proportion of CNTs 
in the composite is only 0.05wt%, the total capacitance is mainly 
due to the polymer matrix. 
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